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Capturing views of marketing leaders on three themes

How do macro and 
sector-specific trends 

shape future 
planning?

How are marketing 
plans and priorities 
changing, and what 
activities will have 

most impact?

What are the realities 
of marketing budgets, 
headcount and skills 
for the year ahead?
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2017: Three trends predicted to have positive impact
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Rising client 
expectations

54% positive
35% neutral
8% negative

4% don’t know

Automation of 
processes & AI

46% positive
42% neutral
8% negative

4% don’t know

Increased 
merger activity

25% positive
52% neutral

13% negative
10% don’t know



2017: Three trends predicted to have a negative impact
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A continuing 
weak pound

22% positive
35% neutral

35% negative
8% don’t know

Britain’s exit 
from the EU

8% positive
29% neutral

44% negative
19% don’t know

Lower-cost 
competitors

2% positive
38% neutral

54% negative
6% don’t know
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What do you plan to do more of?

A greater focus on client experience and feedback

73% 73%

62%
56%

48% 48% 46% 44% 42%
37%

31%
27%

10%

21%

4%
8%

2%
8%

14%
8% 8%

4%
12%

4%

Which is highest up your priority list?



Plans to focus on journey mapping and skills development

48% have a plan to create a client journey map that outlines the 

touchpoints in the firm’s interaction with clients.

42% plan to provide more regular training and development

opportunities for staff to improve their client experience skills.

31% have a plan to identify target personas and their needs within 

each of the firm’s client sectors or segments.

29% plan to track and report client service KPIs at Executive 

Committee level.

23% plan to develop a client charter than articulates the firm’s service 

promise to clients.
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Only modest budget and headcount increases expected

0.7%

0.2%

2.0%

3.1%

2.2%
2.4%

2.7%
2.9%

2.4%

3.2%

2.6%

3.2%

2.0%

1.3%

2.5%

0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

3.0%

3.5%

Overall marketing budget Marketing function
headcount

Expenditure on marketing
team salaries

Anticipated outlook for marketing budgets and headcount

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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How to bridge the strategic influence gap?

Although 92% say the skills of marketers 

will play a vital role in addressing the 
strategic challenges facing their firm…

…just 64% say the leaders of their firm 

will typically seek their opinion before taking 
major strategic decisions.
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Top capabilities for marketers in 2017 and beyond

Commerciality (73%)

Influencing fee-earners (56%)

Communication (35%)

Project management (31%)

Strategic thinking and planning (23%)
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Strategic alignment with client needs and business goals

“Get closer to the business. Attend 
regular meetings with the business 
areas you look after and ask lots of 
questions. Importantly understand 

the numbers behind the firm, how the 
firm makes money and how this aligns 

with what clients are looking for.” 
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Appendix: Additional data 
from the Benchmark
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Linking marketing and BD to firm strategy

18%

4%

27%

19%

77%

92%

78%

88%

50%

64%

12%

The skills of marketers will play a vital role in addressing the future strategic
direction facing my firm in the future

The leadership of my firm sufficiently understands the role marketing and
BD plays in implementing the firm's strategy

All members of our marketing and BD team understand how their activities
contribute to the strategy of the firm

I have regular interaction with the clients of my firm when carrying out my
role

The leaders of my firms will typically seek my opinion before taking major
strategic decisions

Individuals responsible for setting strategy in our firm are too far removed
from the market to understand how the needs of our clients are changing

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the link 
between marketing and BD and your firm’s strategy?

Disagree / Strongly disagree Agree / Strongly agree
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Creating a client-focused firm

89%

42%

71%

55%
49%

31%

Have a clearly-defined
focus on specific client

sectors / segments

Identify target
personas within each

client sector / segment,
and their likely needs

Tailor marketing and
BD approaches to our

client sectors /
segments and their

likely needs.

Align marketing and BD
budgets with client
sectors / segments,

rather than with
practice areas of service

lines.

Align marketing and BD
personnel with client
sectors / segments,

rather than with
practice areas or service

lines.

Have a client charter
that articulates our

firm's service promise
for clients.

Thinking about your firm’s client strategy and organization design, which of the following 
activities does your firm undertake?
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Measuring, analysing and reporting client experience

10%

49%

42%

33%

21%

12%

40%

50%

Have a client
journey map that

outlines the
touchpoints in

your firm's
relationships with

its clients.

Capture feedback
from clients to

understand their
experience with

the firm at
different

touchpoints on
the client
journey.

Have a named
individual on the
firm's Executive
Committee with
responsibility for
improving client

experience.

Track and report
client service KPIs

at Executive
Committee level.

Reward or bonus
people in the firm

based on the
quality of the

client experience
they deliver.

Integrate client
feedback data
with the firm's
financial and

profitability data.

Provide regular
training and

development
opportunities for
staff to improve

client experience
skills.

Conduct regular
independent

reviews with key
accounts.

Thinking about your firm’s client experience, which of the following activities does your 
firm undertake?
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Innovation and collaboration with clients

12%

36%

57%

4%
6%

14%

Have a formal process
for testing or co-

creating innovation
ideas with clients

Design joined-up
proposition to package
services and experience
to clients in new ways

Run collaboration
projects between
marketing and BD
colleagues in oher

functional areas (HR,
L&D)

Second member fo the
BD and marketing team

into client
organisations

Allocate an hours
target for fee-earners

to spend time on
developing innovation

projects.

Have a designated
budget for innovation

projects and
investments.

Thinking about innovation and collaboration in your firm, which of the following activities 
does your firm undertake?
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Marketing and BD budget as a percentage of revenue

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Less than 1% 1.0  to 1.5% 1.6 to 2.0% 2.1% to 2.5% 2.6% to 3.0% 3.1% to 3.5% 3.6% to 4.0% 4.1% to 4.5% 4.6% to 5.0% More than 5%
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Average marketing and 
BD spend as a % of 
revenue (excluding 

salaries): 2.7%



Most important capabilities for marketers

46%

13% 15%

6%
12%

2% 4%

17%

25%

8%

10%

13%
6%

8% 4%
4% 2% 2%

10%

17%

12%

21% 6% 6%

10%

4%
8%

4% 2%

Most important 2nd most important 3rd most important
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Meridian West
Helping professional firms address strategic challenges
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1. Gathering insight to 
better understand 

your clients and 
markets

2. Developing client-
focused strategies to 

help you innovate and 
grow

3. Implementing 
changes to make 

client-focus a reality in 
your firm 

 Client feedback

 Competitor analysis

 Issues-based campaigns and 

thought leadership

 Client journey mapping

 Compass

 Partner conference facilitation

 BD strategy: client and market 

selection and prioritisation

 Developing new propositions, 

services and technologies

 Innovation strategy 

 Brand refresh

 Account management and 

client development strategy

 Organisation and management 

design

 Marketing and business 

development activities and 

campaigns

 Management information, 

systems and data 

implementation

 Coaching and skills 

development 

 Process mapping and redesign 

 People and team effectiveness

If you would like a personalised benchmark report, or 
to understand how your firm compares to its peers 

email: abeddow@meridianwest.co.uk

mailto:abeddow@meridianwest.co.uk

